Warchild: The Collected Edition

Warchild: The Collected Edition includes
all three novels in the Warchild young
adult dystopian series: Pawn, Judas, and
Spirit.From the USA Today bestselling
author of Saras Game; [Warchild: Pawn] is
...part coming-of-age action-adventure and
part fierce war games dominated by a
young girl just coming into her powers. A
fine, durable, inaugural volume brimming
with imagination and sparkling, inventive
characters. -Publishers WeeklyWarchild:
PawnThe world ended long before
Caroline Mathers was born, but that doesnt
mean life stops for the fourteen-year-old
army scout for the Peoples Republic of
Virginia.With a civil war brewing on the
horizon, she slinks through the forests
surrounding her encampment, monitoring
the woods for nomadic bands of criminals,
all while keeping a watchful eye on her
dangerous northern enemies from the
Democratic Alliance.Carolines worst fears
come true the day she hears the terrifying
boom of distant drums beating to the war
rhythm, echoing throughout their quiet
valley. With some help from two unlikely
allies, Caroline leads her people in a
breathtaking retreat, praying theyll find
salvation in their capitol city. Along the
way, haunting dreams may reveal a look
into her mystifying past.Warchild:
JudasHope alone can not win the
war.Caroline Mathers, Forward Scout of
the Peoples Republic of Virginia, leads her
people to safety after a harrowing escape
through the Appalachian Mountains. But,
the security of their capitol city wont last
for long...maybe even less than a night. Old
friends are left behind, while inside the
walls, new alliances are formed and trust
betrayed.Empowered by the strength of a
massive army, their northern enemies
suffocate the city outside the walls,
preparing to take control of what they
believe is rightfully theirs: citizen
slaves.With the help of her fellow Kinder,
Finn, and an ill-equipped group of
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volunteer soldiers, Caroline must defend
her city to the last breath or watch her
people marched away in chains.Warchild:
SpiritFor the citizens of the Peoples
Republic of Virginia, their last hope of
freedom has faded with their spirits. The
eternal rains continue to fall. Tired, hungry,
and soaked to fragile bones, theres nothing
left to do but march toward the only fate
they have left: a life in slavery.But not if
Caroline can help it. Shes out of options,
but giving up was never one of
them.Facing overwhelming new challenges
and old enemies, Caroline soon learns that
even when the bullets stop flying, the war
is never over.
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great series and the next one cant come soon enough for me. -Amazon Reviewer
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